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Copyright and disclaimer
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Important disclaimer
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Development and the State of Western Australia accept no liability whatsoever by reason of
negligence or otherwise arising from the use or release of this information or any part of it.
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Definitions and Terms
In this manual, unless the contrary intention appears –
catch sheet means the reporting form on which all catch information is recorded;
Contractor means a person or company that performs work on a contract basis under the
engagement of the Department of Primary Industries and Regional Development;
monitoring means being on standby with a smart phone and within a 20-minute boat ride
of the furthermost SMART drumline;
retrieving means removing a SMART drumline from the water onto the Contractor vessel
or a Department of Primary Industries and Regional Development vessel;
set sheet means the reporting form on which information relating to setting and retrieval of
the SMART drumlines, weather observations, gear specifics, locations, staff on vessel,
times, depths, date, sea and swell state, winds and moon phases is recorded;
setting means to place a baited SMART drumline in the water.
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Non-lethal SMART Drumline Operations Manual
1. Background
The Western Australian (WA) Government has committed to conduct a 15 month scientific
trial of non-lethal SMART (Shark Management Alert in Real Time) drumlines (trial).
The aim of the trial is to determine if SMART drumline technology is effective as a shark
hazard mitigation tool in WA conditions. The Western Australian Chief Scientist, Professor
Peter Klinken AC, will undertake an independent assessment on the use of SMART
drumlines after the first 12 months of the trial. The Chief Scientist’s report will assist
Government in making a science-based assessment of the potential broader application of
SMART drumlines in WA.
The New South Wales (NSW) Government has been trialling the use of SMART drumlines
since December 2015. NSW have found that SMART drumlines have been successful for
catching and tagging target shark species, with minimal bycatch and mortality.

2. Scope
Ten SMART drumlines will be set approximately 500 metres offshore across 11.5
kilometres of coast near Gracetown in the south-west of WA. Responses to alerts will be
immediate, with a boat on-site within 30 minutes.
The Department of Primary Industries and Regional Development (DPIRD) has attained the
services of a SMART drumline contractor (Contractor) to deploy, maintain and manage
SMART drumlines and the associated catch. Each SMART drumline will be set, monitored
and retrieved each day (weather permitting) throughout the contract period. All catch will be
handled in accordance with the procedures and descriptions detailed in this manual and
relevant training provided by DPIRD officers.

3. Trial Operations
As part of the trial, the Contractor will be required to undertake fishing activities within the
SMART Drumline Management Area (SDMA) during ‘Defined Fishing Times’ (section 3.2)
for the duration of the trial.

3.1

Trial area

The SDMA is as defined by the area between 33° 48.50' S and 33° 54.80' S and
extending from the coastal shoreline out to ~ 2.5 kilometres offshore (Figure 1).
Within the SDMA, 10 SMART drumlines (SDL1 – SDL10) are to be set in the locations
specified in Table 1.
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Figure 1 – Locat ions of the 10 non-lethal SMART drumlines (SDL1 – SLD10) within
the SDMA.
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Table 1 – Coordinates f or the locations of the 10 non- lethal SMART drumlines
(SDL1-SDL10) within the SDMA.
SMART drumline number

Latitude

Longitude

SDL1

33° 48.748' S

114° 59.522' E

SDL2

33° 49.463' S

114° 59.416' E

SDL3

33° 50.200' S

114° 59.332' E

SDL4

33° 50.893' S

114° 59.198' E

SDL5

33° 51.289' S

114° 58.650' E

SDL6

33° 52.050' S

114° 58.214' E

SDL7

33° 52.420' S

114° 58.471' E

SDL8

33° 53.113' S

114° 58.700' E

SDL9

33° 53.853' S

114° 58.824' E

SDL10

33° 54.543' S

114° 58.866' E

3.2

Defined Fishing Times

Unless affected by ‘Risk Weather’ (section 3.3), the Contractor must:
a. commence deploying SMART drumlines no later than one hour after sunrise;
b. have deployed 10 SMART drumlines no later than two and a half hours after
sunrise;
c. commence retrieving the SMART drumlines no earlier than two hours before
sunset; and
d. finish retrieving all SMART drumlines by sunset.

3.3

Risk Weather

‘Risk Weather’ is defined as:
a. a weather forecast, as at 1600 hours of the previous day, published on the
Bureau of Meteorology webpage – Leeuwin coastal waters forecast: Cape
Naturaliste to Walpole, to be equal to or greater than:
i.
26 knots of wind; or
ii.
3.5 metres of sea; or
iii.
4 metres of ‘first’ swell.
b. weather conditions reported on the Bureau of Meteorology webpage – Leeuwin
Coastal Weather Observations for Cape Naturaliste during SMART drumline
fishing activity as being equal to or greater than:
i.
26 knots of wind; or
Department of Transport (WA) Cape Naturaliste tide and wave Cape Naturaliste
sea and swell directional graph as being equal to or greater than:
i.
ii.
iii.

26 knots of wind; or
3.5 metres of sea; or
4 metres of swell.
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The Contractor must perform SMART drumline fishing operations during the ‘Defined
Fishing Times’ (section 3.2), throughout the contracted trial period, unless it is deemed
to be ‘Risk Weather’.
The Master of the Contractor’s vessel has the ultimate and final option to not head to
sea, or to conclude fishing activities and return to shore.
DPIRD may amend the definition of ‘Risk Weather’. If the definition of ‘Risk Weather’ is
amended, the Contractor will be advised with a minimum of 14 days’ notice in writing.
An amendment to the definition of ‘Risk Weather’ may also be made immediately by
written agreement between DPIRD and the Contractor.

3.4

Fishing Day

A ‘Fishing Day’ is when the Contractor has, on any day, fished with 10 SMART
drumlines for at least five hours from the time at which the last SMART drumline was set
in the water. The Contractor will only receive the contracted ‘Daily Rate’ if a ‘Fishing
Day’ has been completed.

4. SMART Drumline Operations
On any day, the Contractor must undertake tasks set out within this manual. On each day,
the Contractor tasks will include the specific operation of the fishing gear, monitoring,
response to trigger alerts, reporting, record-keeping, maintenance and cleaning of the
fishing gear.
The following is provided to assist the Contractor in undertaking the required tasks.

4.1

Log On

Prior to departure, the Contractor must log on to the ‘easy mail’ Vessel Monitoring
System (VMS) and send the ‘commence fishing notification’ (refer to section 7.0).

4.2
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Deployment
Prior to deployment, prepare the daily set sheets to fill in all deployment
details as they occur.
Select a drumline storage box and bait. Hook up the bait and fill in ‘Set Sheet’
(refer to section 4.4).
Connect the shark clip of trace to yellow elastic shock sleeve.
The gear is best deployed utilising the wind and current to minimise risk of
undue tangling.
Lower anchor and chain overside of the vessel at the GPS mark.
Carefully follow the gear out whilst drifting along, keeping clear of propellers
and avoiding entanglements.
Carefully lower the MLI-s© buoy and large polyform buoy into the water (do
not throw).
Keep the mono-filament trigger line separate from the buoys and yellow shock
sleeve.
Deploy trace, hook and bait.
Observe the gear before moving on to the next deployment.
Continue to deploy the remaining SMART drumlines in accordance with the
‘Defined Fishing Times’ (section 3.2).
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12.

Report via WhatsApp once all SMART drumlines are deployed.

While the Contractor will only be paid if they fish with 10 SMART drumlines for at least
five hours, the Contractor is required to operate the SMART drumlines during the
‘Defined Fishing Times’ (section 3.2).

4.3

Baiting Drumlines

All set SMART drumlines must be baited with the prescribed bait (refer to appendix A),
which must be one kilogram or greater in weight.
On inspection of each SMART drumline, the Contractor must assess the bait remaining
on the drumline. If baits have been reduced to less than 600 grams, the bait must be
replaced. Record on the set sheet how much bait is present at each check and if this
bait has been replaced.

4.4

Monitoring Drumlines

As part of the fishing operations, the Contractor must continuously monitor all set
SMART drumlines. Each SMART drumline must be physically inspected, at a minimum,
every three hours. Inspections must identify:







4.5

the level of bait present and if below the requirement set out in section 4.4, the
bait must be replaced;
any captured animals on the line that have not triggered an alert and deal with
the animal in accordance with this manual;
the condition of the SMART drumline gear;
any damaged or heavily worn gear must be replaced at the location of the
SMART drumline;
whether the SMART drumline is in the specified GPS position (refer to Table 1),
and relocate the SMART drumline to the correct position if required; and
All monitoring information must be recorded on the Set Sheet. A copy of the Set
Sheet and detailed instructions on how to fill this form out are provided in
Appendix D.

Responding to a Triggered SMART Drumline

The Contractor will receive two types of alerts upon the triggering of any SMART
drumline. These will be an:
1.
2.

Email: ISMP sender (the location is provided at six minute intervals as GPS
co-ordinates and Google maps link); and
SMS or text message from the DPIRD notification system.

These alerts inform the Contractor that a particular SMART drumline has been
triggered and requires an immediate response to be on-site at that SMART drumline
within 30 minutes.
Following the receipt of a notification, the Contractor must, within five minutes of an
alert, send a SMART drumline trial notification via WhatsApp (Refer to Appendix H).
The ISMP sender email alerts provide a link to Google maps showing where the
triggered SMART drumline is located. ISMP sender emails contain information including
the time of activation, SMART drumline number and location of the SMART drumline
every six minutes. This location feature is helpful in the unlikely event that the SMART
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drumline has been dragged (i.e. by a large shark) from the set position (refer to Table
1) and is difficult to locate.

4.6

Handling the Catch

Upon arrival at a triggered SMART drumline, or a non-triggered SMART drumline with
any captured animal, the Contractor’s vessel monitoring camera/s must be activated
prior to any handling operations.
The Contractor will be provided with the following handling and tagging gear:









play line with clip;
tail rope;
belly rope;
longnose pliers;
tagging pole and applicator points;
tag applicators;
hook remover; and
grabber.

Begin filling in the ‘Catch Sheet’ with alert times (e.g. time of alert, time boat
arrived):
1. Time hooked: this is found on the first alert message sent to Contractors’ smart
phone in email and text.
2. Time boat arrived: the time Contractor arrives at the SMART drumline location
and assesses that there is catch present.
3. On arrival at the SMART drumline, assess the movements of the gear to
establish the health of the animal. After 5-15 minutes, the shark is normally ready
to be approached by boat.
4. Approach the SMART drumline and if the shark is compliant, clip the play line
rope to the bull-ring on the trace.
5. Release the shark clip that is attached to the yellow elastic shock sleeve. This will
allow the MLI-s© buoy, two red buoys, and anchor gear to separate from the
shark on the play line.
6. Secure shark to the vessel while avoiding or minimising harm (e.g. pain and
distress). Securing the shark involves:
a. Ensuring the head of the shark is facing toward the bow of the vessel.
b. Applying the belly rope first.
c. Looping the belly rope around the play line.
d. Lowering belly rope into the water in front of the shark using the grabber.
e. Allowing the belly rope to drift back under and around the shark, using
grabber to guide it.
f. Once in place behind one pectoral fin and in front of the other, tying the
belly line off and releasing the pressure on the play line.
g. Ensuring the shark’s head and gills are submerged.
h. Applying the tail rope, using one of two techniques:
i) for a large shark, it may be easier to loop the tail rope around the play
line and belly rope and submerge the tail rope in front of the shark. Use
the grabber to guide the tail rope over the body of the shark until it is in
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place ahead of the tail fin. This is easiest if the boat has some forward
momentum. Once in place, tie off the tail rope; or
ii) lifting the tail of the shark by using forward momentum and a boat hook.
Once tail is at the surface, the tail rope is wrapped around the base of the
tail fin, secured into a loop using the quick release shackle and tied off to
the vessel.
Continue to complete required information in the ‘Catch Sheet’.
7. Recording the time the shark is secured alongside the boat.
8. Recording the SMART drumline buoy number: SMART drumline number on the
surface buoy. This number is also found in the alert messages.
9. Assessing the biology of the shark and collecting samples.
A copy of the Catch Sheet and detailed instructions on how to fill this form are provided
in Appendix D.

4.7

Tagging the Shark

Prior to tagging, the Contractor is required to:



assess if the shark or bycatch fish is suitable for tagging and determine if it is a
recaptured shark; and
identify and monitor the condition for each shark or bycatch animal.

The condition of each shark or bycatch animal will differ by species due to differences
in animal behaviour and resilience between species. Contractor training will focus on
this.
If a shark has been assigned a condition that would result in a very low chance of
survival, then the shark may be euthanised in accordance with the gear and procedure
outlined in Appendices B and G.
Note that the determination of how life indicators differ between species cannot be
easily transcribed into text. Therefore, this forms an important part of the specific prior
training provided to the Contractor by DPIRD staff who have decades of experience in
identifying the condition of sharks and other bycatch animals.
Sharks vary greatly between species and show highly variable levels of resilience to
being caught, tagged and released. White sharks, the main focus species of the trial,
are a relatively robust species and comfortably survive the above process. Tiger, bull
and commonly caught whaler species are also relatively robust and will respond
favourably to the above process.
If a shark is caught and is acting unusually or is unresponsive, there are several
observations to be made and signs of life to look for including:



General condition: Overall appearance of the shark, does its appearance match
that of others of its species? Is it missing any body parts or have any old or new
wounds? Is it very underweight?
Stiffness: Is the shark’s body stiff? This can be rigor mortis, due to death or also
a build-up of lactic acids. In this situation it is best to place the shark in its normal
swimming position and tether it alongside the vessel while maintaining forward
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momentum either drifting or using minimal throttle inputs. If the shark responds
positively, carry out the appropriate tagging and biological procedures.
Nictitating membrane reaction: (nictitating membrane is a membrane that is
capable of extending across the eyeball). If the shark is unresponsive or stiff as
described above, a simple test is to apply very light pressure to the area around
or on the eye itself. If the shark shows a response of the nictitating membrane
closing over the eye, then the shark is likely still alive. This test is not 100%
conclusive so the above process as described for stiffness should be followed
when the situation allows.

Tagging the shark - PLEASE TAKE YOUR TIME
The best method is to make a pilot hole with the tagging applicator before putting the
tags in otherwise the tagging needles may bend.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Insert a yellow identification tag in all sharks and fish by-catch at the base of
the dorsal fin (Figure 2).
Insert an acoustic tag at the base of the dorsal fin for all white sharks only.
Remember to remove the magnet (test the acoustic tag with VR100 before
deployment).
Insert a Pop-up Satellite Archival Tag (PSAT) into the base of the dorsal fin
for all white sharks.

*If possible, the PSAT tag and the acoustic tag should be inserted on different sides of the
fin. If not possible, the acoustic tag should be inserted forward of the PSAT.

Figure 2 – Positioning of the yellow ID tag and acoust ic tag (central dorsal f in).

4.8

Photographs
1. All sharks are tagged with a yellow ID tag.

2. Only white sharks are tagged with an external acoustic and PSAT tag.
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Take five pictures identical to those below (Picture 1-5):
1. Side shot showing the nose to pectoral fin (Picture 1). This photograph will be
used for an identification study;
2. Full length photograph (Picture 2);
3. Secured full length photograph (Picture 3);
4. Dorsal fin photograph (Picture 4); and
5. Photo of the mouth and teeth for species identification (Picture 5).
Send the pictures to DPIRD via WhatsApp for all white sharks. Please take multiple
photographs to ensure that all five photographs are good quality.

Pictur e 1 - For ward side half (i.e. nose to pectoral f in) photo graph.

Pictur e 2 – Full-length photograph.
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Pictur e 3 – Secured, f ull-length photograph .

Pictur e 4 – Dorsal f in photograph. This photo needs to be exact and directly above
the dorsal f in so ther e is no error of parall ax.
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Pictur e 5 – A photograph of sharks’ teeth are key to distinguishing bet ween
species. Images lik e these are required f or identif ication.

4.9

Shark Identification

Please send pictures through to DPIRD staff via WhatsApp for all individuals captured
for identification.
For shark species please take a photo of the mouth for identification as all shark species
have different teeth. DPIRD staff also use the alignment of the dorsal fin and rear end of
the pectoral fins, as well as the colours of the anal and pectoral fins, for identification.
Note the presence or absence of an inter-dorsal fin ridge.

4.10 Video
Record a short video (10 seconds) along the full length of the shark, paying attention to
tags and any distinguishing features of the animal including bite marks, injuries,
parasites and deformations. This is important for further identification studies. Transmit
this footage only to the SMART drumline trial program notification system for near realtime review.

4.11 Recapture
Ensure that every animal that is caught is handled in exactly the same way, including
completion of the ‘Catch Sheet’, even if the animal is a recapture. The only difference is
that only white sharks are tagged with acoustic and PSAT tags.
In the event of a recapture where the Contractor cannot identify the number on the
spaghetti or cattle ID tag, the tag can be removed and retained for subsequent
examination. The yellow ID tag, PSAT and external acoustic tags all have numbers that
are visible, but these are often fouled over time once deployed.
Try to take clear photographs of the tag numbers to aid identification. If an old tag is
removed, a new yellow ID tag must be attached to the shark. The most important thing
is to get a positive identification of the shark. Send photos of the tags to DPIRD as soon
as possible via WhatsApp.
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Recaptured white sharks must have any lost tags replaced with new tags (i.e. acoustic
and PSAT). If a white shark is caught with other tagging gear (e.g. South Australian
external acoustic tag), the shark must be managed via the tagging procedure described
above to ensure that when released every white shark released has all three types of
tags (yellow ID, acoustic, PSAT) attached. For example, if a white shark is captured and
has a South Australian external acoustic tag, then it must be tagged with a yellow ID tag
and a PSAT tag to ensure that when it is released it has all three tag types.

4.12 Relocating the shark
All white sharks and tiger or bull sharks three metres or greater in total length should be
relocated one kilometre offshore and released. The relocation of the shark is only to be
undertaken when both the health and safety of the crew and shark can be guaranteed. If
the crew or shark welfare is in doubt, the relocation should cease and the shark should
be released as soon as possible, regardless of distance from shore. It is of paramount
importance to avoid or minimise harm, including pain and distress.
The technique used for relocation will depend on the sea conditions, shark species, size
and temperament. On-water Contractor training by DPIRD staff will cover relocation
techniques.
In most situations, it is possible to relocate the shark using the two tethering ropes to
secure it to the vessel.
Continue to monitor the shark throughout the relocation process to ensure no undue
stress is placed upon the shark.
The shark must remain in the water at all times. Vessel speed during relocation should
be ~2-4 knots maximum to provide adequate oxygenation.

4.13 Releasing the shark
Double check that all of the ‘Catch Sheet’ information is complete and that
photographs, tags, ID, samples and GPS information are recorded. Do not release the
shark until this is complete.
The process for releasing the shark is:
1. relocate the shark one kilometre offshore from the nearest beach (deployed
SMART drumline positions are 500 metres offshore – refer to Table 1 for GPS
locations of SMART drumline positions);
2. once you have arrived at the release location, remove the hook using tools
provided (de-hooking tool and/or long nose pliers);
3. unclip the belly rope and tail rope at the same time but continue to hold the shark
until you feel the shark move;
4. always swim the shark holding it upright with the dorsal fin before release to
improve water flow through the gills and associated oxygen intake. Release the
shark once you feel it trying to move in a swimming motion. You will know when it
is ready to go; and
5. observe the health of the shark on release as it swims off.
At this point record the release data in the ‘Catch Sheet’.
This includes the time of release (in fishing gear section of ‘Catch Sheet’), GPS mark,
distance from shore, water depth and release condition (see Appendix D).
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4.14 Administration
Take a photograph of the completed ‘Catch Sheet’ and add it to WhatsApp. Follow this
with the five photographs (refer to sections 4.8 and 4.9), and video (refer to section
4.10) of the shark.
Use the ‘Easy Mail’ VMS system to report and upload shark and tag details.

4.15 Resetting
Reset the SMART drumline at its designated GPS location (refer to Table 1) and record
the new set time in the ‘Set Sheet”.
Before resetting, always complete a thorough check of the fishing gear from top to
bottom. Shackles can loosen and ropes can fray and damage. If damage is identified,
the gear should be replaced by the spare gear provided. Keep a supply of spares on the
vessel at all times and record any damage and the use of spares on the maintenance
form provided to the Contractor from DPIRD.

5. Reporting
Record keeping and reporting of activities by the Contractor to DPIRD is of the highest
importance for the SMART drumline trial. Reporting by the Contractor is by:
1. notifications via the Contractor vessel VMS and WhatsApp via phone/tablet; and
2. completion of data sheets.

5.1

Digital Reporting

Digital reporting is via notification through the Contractor vessel VMS and phone/tablet.
A summary of reporting requirements is outlined in Table 2.
Table 2 – Summar y of digital report ing requirements.

Reporting requirement for Contractor

Reporting method

Commencing fishing operations

VMS – template F1 COM FISH

All fishing gear set

SDL trial WhatsApp notification

White shark tagged and relocated

VMS – template F2 WHT RELOC

White shark tagged and released

VMS – template F3 WHT TAG RELE

White shark tagged only
Tiger / Bull shark 3m+ - tagged and
relocated
Shark tagged only

VMS – template F4 WHT TAG ONLY

Forward/Snout & tagged placement image

SDL trial WhatsApp – images of shark/tag

Shark tagged report

SDL trial WhatsApp – image of catch sheet

All gear inspected – 3hr monitor

VMS – template F7 ALL SDL MONITOR

Cease fishing operations/returned to port

VMS – template F8 CONCLUDE FISH

Daily report sheet

SDL trial WhatsApp – image of daily set sheet

VMS – template F5 TIG RELOC
VMS – template F6 OTHER TAG ONLY
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5.2

VMS Templates

Refer to Appendix C for examples of VMS reporting templates.

5.3

Data Sheets

Two data sheets will be used in the record keeping and reporting of activities (refer to
Appendix D for examples). These are:
1. ‘Set Sheet’: comprises information relating to setting and retrieving the SMART
drumlines, weather observations, gear specifics, locations, staff on vessel, times,
depths, date, sea and swell state, winds and moon phases; and
2. ‘Catch Sheet’: the data sheet where all information about the catch from the
SMART drumline is recorded.

All data sheets need to be completed in full for each capture.
This is applicable to all animals.
Gaps in the data sheet need to be marked with either “-“ or “n/a”.

6. Response Protocol
6.1

Multiple Alerts and/or Multiple Sharks

Each shark should be responded to as quickly as possible to avoid or minimise harm,
including pain and distress. Priority is given to tagging white sharks. Other sharks can
be quickly managed and released.
If a shark is being managed and another alert is triggered, finish handling the first shark
and release it in situ.
If in the process of relocating a shark and another alert is triggered, release the shark
immediately and respond to the new alert.
If another alert is received while relocating a deceased shark for dumping, secure the
shark if possible and respond to alert. Alternatively, the deceased shark may be
released in situ.
If a large and small shark are hooked concurrently, manage the small shark first.
Priority is given to white shark welfare, so local management by the contractors will be
required to ensure multiple alerts are assessed for species identity and size within the
30 minute response timeframe.

6.2

Whale Entanglement in SMART Drumline Gear

In the case of a whale entanglement with SMART drumline fishing gear, it is important to
contact DPIRD and DBCA immediately.
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Do not try to untangle the animal or remove any gear. Provide as much information as
possible to DPIRD including:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.3

the location of entanglement (GPS mark);
photographs (if possible);
details of the person that saw the entanglement (i.e. name and contact details);
what gear is missing from the SMART drumline configuration; and
where possible, remain with the whale to monitor its condition and movements.

Finishing a Fishing Day

When the Contractor commences retrieval of the SMART drumlines, a notification via
‘easy mail’ VMS system is required to be made (refer to Appendix C - VMS reporting
templates).
When all SMART drumlines are retrieved and the Contractor and vessel are safely in
port, report safe return via the ‘easy mail’ VMS system and add the completed ‘Set
Sheet’ to WhatsApp.

7. Maintenance
7.1

Pre-set Checks

The Contractor must conduct daily pre-set maintenance checks by inspecting:
1. all shackle pins and screws are secure and tight;
2. hook points and barbs are sharp;
3. the tagging pole point is examined to ensure it is sharp (sharpen with stone after
every shark);
4. the traces for wear and replace with new ones where required;
5. the trigger magnet to ensure it is not broken and fits securely;
6. the mono-filament line is unobstructed and shows no signs of wear;
7. the MLI-s© buoy unit to ensure it is sealed and shows no signs of water ingress;
and
8. for wear on the anchor rope (often a point of severance).

7.2

Cleaning

After use, all tagging tools (e.g. shears, pliers, ID tag applicator) must be washed in
freshwater and wiped with alcohol wipes prior to the next use.

7.3

Damaged Equipment

Any damaged SMART drumline parts are to be replaced and the Contractor must log
any damaged SMART drumline part on the maintenance log.
DPIRD staff must be notified in advance if additional spare SMART drumline parts are
required. DPIRD will arrange replacement spare SMART drumline parts. Note that some
SMART drumline parts have lead times which need to be considered.
The Contractor is responsible for the full replacement of damaged anchoring systems.
These parts include:
a. up to 40 metres of 10mm silver rope;
b. two metres of 10mm anchor chain and 10mm reef anchor; and
c. linking and swivel shackles.
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8. Contract Performance Indicators
DPIRD will oversee the monitoring of the SMART drumline trial. As part of the trial the
Contractor must abide by all parameters that are identified in this manual, including
operational standards and procedures.
DPIRD may add, delete or alter the Manual, after providing the Contractor with seven days’
notice in writing of the addition, deletion or alteration.
A Compliance Breach Report (CBR) can be issued by DPIRD to the Contractor for issues
including:
a. failing to commence the setting of baited SMART drumlines on any day with weather
not defined as ‘Risk Weather’ (refer to section 3.3) within the ‘Defined Fishing Times’
(refer to section 3.2);
b. failing to retrieve SMART drumlines in accordance with this Manual;
c. not performing the fishing activity on a day with weather not defined as ‘Risk
Weather’;
d. failing to abide by all directions in this Manual or provided during training relating to:
i.
fishing or tagging practices;
ii.
shark relocation methods; or
iii.
record keeping or reporting;
e. failing to ensure safe fishing and work practices including, but not limited to, abiding
by all directions specified in this Manual, or undertaking, or allowing to be
undertaken, aboard a vessel in which they are the Master, a practice as part of the
Contract which DPIRD staff deems as unsafe to any vessel crew or other person;
f. permitting on board the vessel a person, other than those authorised by law, that has
not been approved by DPIRD staff;
g. failing to abide by all directions specified in this Manual, or undertaking, or allowing
to be undertaken, a practice as part of the Contract which DPIRD deems to be
inappropriate treatment of a marine animal; and
h. the Contractor must not use the Contractor’s vessel, or allow any person aboard the
Contractor vessel, to perform any activities unrelated to the services of the SMART
drumline contract. For the avoidance of doubt, this includes, but is not limited to, any
other fishing activities, regardless of whether that fishing is of a commercial or
recreational nature.
The Contractor will have 10 calendar days to respond to a CBR with any justification for
why the breach occurred.

9. Media
No interaction with the media at any time. Please refer all media enquiries or requests to
DPIRD staff.

10. Clothing
It is important that the Contractor and their staff wear appropriate clothing and footwear (no
thongs or bare feet) at all times. This includes safety gear when at sea.

11. Occupational Safety and Health
Follow appropriate standards as per your contract. Do not take unnecessary risks.
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APPENDIX A
SMART drumline components
The components of a SMART drumline include:
1. MLI-s© ‘SMART’ buoy;
2. anchoring system;
3. anchor rope;
4. anchor buoy;
5. elastic cord/naked bungy:
6. bow shackles;
7. rope loops;
8. holding line;
9. drumline buoy;
10. elastic shock sleeve;
11. trigger magnet;
12. trigger line;
13. wire trace;
14. hooks; and
15. bait.
The stored SMART drumline unit is depicted in Figure 16.

1. MLI-s© ‘SMART’ buoy

Figure 1 – MLI-s© ‘SMART’ buoy: is the hard plastic f loat ing buoy which houses
the communications equipment f or sending real time alerts f or activat ions and GPS
locations.
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Figure 2 – MLI-s© 00651 with tr igger magnet engaged in head unit.

2. Anchoring system
Reef anchor and chain – a folding reef anchor connected via a shackle and two metres of
10mm galvanised chain linked to the anchor rope by a swivel shackle.

Figure 3 – The anchoring system. A reef an chor and chain keeps the SMART
drumline on the desired GPS mark.

3. Anchor rope
Up to 40 metres of 10mm silver rope with a spliced eye in each end for connecting to the
anchoring system at one end and the anchor buoy at the other.
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4. Anchor buoy
The anchor buoy is the A1 polyform ‘small’ buoy shackled to the anchor rope and elastic
cord. The connections are made through two additional double-crimped mono loops and a
stainless bow shackle.

Figure 4 – The anchor buoy is the smalle r of the two polyf orm buoys .

5. Elastic cord (naked bungy)
The elastic cord is the two metre length of 10mm elastic shock cord that connects the
anchor buoy and the SMART buoy. This is likely to break first if a whale becomes entangled
in the gear.

Figure 5 – Black elastic shock cord connected in the SMART drumline system.

6. Bow shackles
Eight millimetre stainless steel bow shackles are used to connect the fishing gear together
at two major junction points, the union of the:
i.
anchor rope, rope loops (on anchor buoy) and elastic cord; and
ii.
elastic shock sleeve, rope loops (catch buoy) and holding line.
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Figure 6 – Bow shackles in the t wo junct ion points in the S MA RT drumline system.

7. Rope loops
These are the 10mm spliced rope loops to connect polyform buoys to SMART drumline.

Figure 7 – Spliced rope loops on each of the polyf orm buoys .

8. Holding line
This is the 10mm sliver rope that wraps around the MLI-s© buoy housing with connection
loops at either end.

Figure 8 – The holding line secured around the underside of the buoy term inat ed
with t ied loops at each end.
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9. Drumline buoy
This is the A3 polyform ‘large’ buoy shackled to the elastic shock sleeve and the holding
line. The connections are made through a spliced rope loop and a stainless bow shackle.

Figure 9 – The SMART drumline buoy is the larger of the two polyf orm buoys .

10. Elastic shock sleeve
This is a sleeved latex rubber shock cord which lengthens under load as the resistance is
increased between the catch buoy and hook when an animal is hooked.

Figure 10 – Elastic shock sleeve with stainless D -rings in each end.
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11. Trigger magnet
This is the activation mechanism for the SMART drumline. It fits into a moulded hole under
the MLI-S© buoy head unit. When the pin is removed from the head unit the communication
process will initiate. It is a rubber coated flexible magnet that can damage after repetitive
use.

Figure 11 – A close up of a trigger magnet. It is partially covered in heat shr ink
that enables a f irm f it in the head unit.

12. Trigger line
This is the mono-filament fishing line connecting the trigger magnet to the trace end of the
elastic shock sleeve. Note that the trigger line extends 150mm longer than the combined
length of the elastic shock sleeve and holding line. If any nicks are found in the line it must
be replaced using the supplied crimps and line.

Figure 12 – Mono-f ilament trig ger line connected to elastic shock sleeve at one
end and to the trigger magnet at the other end.
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13. Wire trace
A typical stainless wire trace with stainless swivel, thimble, bull-ring, shackle and shark clip
on one end, and a thimble, hook shackle and hook on the other. The shark clip end
connects the trace to the D-ring of the elastic shock sleeve.

Figure 13 – W ire trace with hook and shark/gate clip.

14. Hooks
A MUSTAD 20/0 non-offset circle hook will be used during the SMART drumline trial.

Figure 14 – A f actory issued bar bed MUSTAD 20/0 non -of f set circle hook.
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15. Bait
Whole sea mullet or Australian salmon are to be used during the trial. The Contractor will
be responsible for providing sufficient, suitable bait throughout the trial. Any deviation from
the approved baits will require the prior approval of DPIRD.

Figure 15.1 – Australian salmon and sea mullet ready f or bait ing the hooks of the
SMART drumlines. Bait must be over one kilogram .

Figure 15.2 – A corr ectly cut mullet with angular tail cut f rom anal f in through
backbone leaving the tail f lailing in the current. The hook enters the mouth of the
f ish and exits the skull allowing f or strong adhesion. It is important that the baits
are replicated preci sely ever y time.
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Figure 16 - A nally bin with a SMART drumline f ishing unit stored.
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APPENDIX B
SMART drumline tagging gear
SMART drumline tagging gear comprises of:
1. PSAT;
2. external acoustic tag;
3. ID tag (spaghetti tag) and tag applicator anchor buoy;
4. tagging pole;
5. tagging spearhead;
6. dehooker;
7. catch rope;
8. tail rope;
9. belly rope;
10. grabber;
11. longnose pliers;
12. measuring tape;
13. fin clips;
14. ethanol sample jars; and
15. VR 100 hydrophone.

1. PSAT
A PSAT is a satellite tag with an anchor that is inserted into the muscle adjacent to the
dorsal fin. Only to be inserted into white sharks.

Figure 17 – PSAT.

2. External acoustic tag
An external acoustic tag is inserted at the base of the dorsal fin. This is only inserted into
white sharks.
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Figure 18 – An acoustic tag f itted with co ated stainless wire crimped to the tag
head.

3. ID tag (spaghetti tag) and tag applicator
A yellow plastic identification tag (ID tag) is to be inserted at the base of the dorsal fin. This
tag is used as a quick reference for shark identification if recaptured. If a shark is
recaptured, the tag number can either be read while it is in the shark, or pull the tag from
the shark, record the number and then place a new tag into the shark. Ensure the tag
number is recorded. The yellow ID tags are applied to all sharks and fish by-catch caught.

Figure 19 – A yellow ident if ication tag (spaghetti tag) and tag applicator .

4. Tagging pole
An aluminium T-bar pole (1.6 metres) is used to drive the spearhead and acoustic tag into a
shark.

5. Tagging spearhead
This is the stainless steel spear point attached to the tagging pole used for penetrating the
sharks flesh when attaching a PSAT or acoustic tag. It is very important that this spearhead
is sharpened after every tag deployment. A sharp spear point reduces discomfort to the shark
and reduces damage to the tagging equipment.
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Figure 20 – An extendable tagging pole and a short -handled tagging applicator .

6. Dehooker
This is a customised steel pole that is used to assist the safe removal of a hook from the
catch. The open end of the pole allows the wire trace to be securely pulled through the
main stem and onto the hook.

7. Catch rope
This is a 50 metre, 16mm wide, silver rope with a stainless steel gate clip on leading end. It
is used to clip onto trace bull-ring when transferring the catch from the SMART drumline
and secure it alongside the vessel.

8. Tail rope
This is a five metre, 12mm wide, double braided rope with stainless quick release clip on
leading end. It is used for tail-roping catch to the vessel.

9. Belly rope
This is a five metre, 16mm wide, double-braided rope with stainless quick release clip on
leading end. Used for supporting the belly and body of the catch to the vessel.

10. Grabber
Grabbers are used for handling ropes and equipment around the shark.

11. Longnose pliers
These are used for the removal of hooks and other tasks with the tagging and handling
process. Please keep this washed and clean with fresh water.
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Figure 21 – Longnose pliers .

12. Measuring tape
Used for obtaining length measurements as required. Please keep the tape washed and
clean with fresh water.

Figure 22 – 30 metre f lexible measur ing tape.

13. Fin clips
Use the sheers to cut a 20mm square of fin from the pectoral fins (not dorsal). Cut the
sample into four smaller sections and place into both RNA Later vials so the fin piece is
covered in liquid. These then go into the freezer. Keep the sheers as clean as possible of
rust and other material by cleaning and drying them every day if used. Wipe with alcohol
swabs after each use to ensure there is no cross-contamination between sharks.
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Figure 23 – Fin sam ple sheers .

14. Ethanol sample jars
These are two vials that are filled with RNA Later and used for fin clips. These go into the
freezer at the end of the day standing upright.

Figure 24.1 – Five millilitre sam ple jars. Clearly label these with shark number on
the top and side when samples are taken. Store in a saf e place f or later collect ion
by DPI RD staf f .

Figure 24.2 – Sample jar racks. Keep samples upright and in order.
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15. VR 100 Hydrophone

Figure 25 – VR 100 hydrophone. This is used f or determining if an acoustic tag is
working, f or both new tags and any recaptures.
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APPENDIX C
VMS Reporting Templates
F1 – COMMENCE DAY
Subject: COMMENCE FISHING OPERATIONS
Master:
Crew:
Time/Date: Edit - Insert - Local Date & Time
Position: Edit - Insert - Position
F2 – WHITE – ALL OPERATIONS
Subject: WHITE SHARK – TAGGED and RELOCATED
SDL number:
Spaghetti tag number:
Acoustic tag number:
Length:
Release Position:
Release time:
F3 – WHITE – TAG ONLY
Subject: WHITE SHARK – TAGGED and RELEASED
SDL Number:
Spaghetti tag number:
Acoustic tag number:
Length:
Release time:
Release position:
Distance offshore:
F4 – WHITE - RELEASED
Subject: WHITE SHARK – RELEASED
SDL number:
Length:
Release time:
Release position:
Distance offshore:
F5 – TIGER 3+ RELEASED
Subject: TIGER SHARK 3m plus – TAGGED and RELOCATED
SDL number:
Spaghetti tag number:
Length:
Release time:
Release Position:
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F6 – SHARK – TAG AND RELEASED
Subject: TIGER SHARK under 3m or Other Sharks – TAGGED and RELEASED
SDL number:
Shark species:
Spaghetti tag number:
Length:
Release time:
Release position:
Distance offshore:

F7 – MONITOR COMPLETED
Subject: ALL GEAR INSPECTED – 3 Hour Monitoring
Time/Date: Edit - Insert - Local Date & Time
Position: Edit - Insert - Position

F8 – CONCLUDED DAY
Subject: CEASE FISHING OPERATIONS
Time/Date: Edit - Insert - Local Date & Time
Position: Edit - Insert - Position

Information to be entered manually by operator for each nomination.
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APPENDIX D
Reporting
Reporting includes the accurate completion of the SMART drumline trial ‘Set Sheet’ and
‘Catch Sheet’.
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Figure 26 – SMART drumline trial Set Sheet.
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Figure 27 – SMART drumline trial Catch Sheet.
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Set Sheet Definitions and Descriptions
The set sheet is to be filled out every day of the trial. If fishing does not occur, fill out the
date, crew or master name and circle “N” in the “fished today?” box. Upload a photo of the
set sheet to WhatsApp. On a fishing day, the sheet is to be filled out in its entirety.
All environmental conditions recorded at those observed on the water by the master and
crew. These observations are made twice: during the setting of the drumlines, and during
retrieval of the drumlines.
Wind Speed (kts): Average velocity of the wind in knots.
Wind Direction: Direction of the wind, recorded as a compass direction (e.g. N, E, S, W,
SE, SSE etc).
Sea State (0-9): Using the Douglas sea scale, also called the "international sea and swell
scale", as described in Figure 28 below. Please record in the degree measurements, 0-9.
Degree

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Height (m)

Height (ft)

no wave

Description
Calm (Glassy)

0–0.10

0.00–0.33

Calm (rippled)

0.10–0.50

0.33–1.64

Smooth

0.50–1.25

1.6–4.1

Slight

1.25–2.50

4.1–8.2

Moderate

2.50–4.00

8.2–13.1

Rough

4.00–6.00

13.1–19.7

Very rough

6.00–9.00

19.7–29.5

High

9.00–14.00

29.5–45.9

Very high

14.00+

45.9+

Phenomenal

Figure 28. The Douglas sea scale.

Cloud Cover (%): Cloud cover as a percentage. 0% is a cloudless sky, 100% is complete
cloud cover.
Water Visibility (Clear, Murky): If the bait is easily visible from the surface the water
visibility is classed as clear. If the bait is not visible due to turbid water, the water visibility is
classed as murky.
Swell (m): The height of the primary swell in meters. Swells are generated further afield
and are generally larger than seas and on this coast will have a period of ten seconds or
greater.
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Sea (m): The height of the seas in meters. Seas are locally produced waves that are
generally smaller than the swell and will have a much shorter period, typically around four
to six seconds.
SMART Buoy #: The unique ID number attributed to each MLi-S buoy.
Set Time (24hr): The time that each SMART drumline is deployed.
Water Temp (°C): Water temperature at the time of SMART drumline deployment.
Water Depth (m): Water depth at deployment site.
Lat/Long or Map Mark #: Map mark numbers 1-10 correspond to each drumline location.
Bait Type: Type of bait used (e.g. Australian Salmon).
Retrieval Time (24hrs):

The time that each SMART drumline is retrieved.

Water Temp (°C): Water temperature at the time of retrieval.
Bait Remaining at end of day (%): Percentage of the bait remaining at the time of
retrieval.

The following fields relate to checking the SMART drumlines during the fishing day:
Event Type (Alert or Check): Event type refers to the three hourly bait checks, “check”,
and an “alert” which occurs when the MLi-S buoy is triggered.
Start Time (24hr) (Alert or Check): Time of the bait check or alert.
Bait Remaining on arrival (%): The amount of bait remaining at the bait check or after the
alert.
Animal No or ‘False Alarm’ (FA): After an MLi-S buoy is triggered, if it turns out to be an
animal then record the animal number here, if there is no animal then record it as a false
alarm. Details of how to fill out the animal number are provided on the Catch Sheet
Definitions and Descriptions.
Comments: Text can be added here; e.g. “false alarm, no animals visible around the bait”
could be written down.
Bait Type: Type of bait used (e.g. Australian Salmon). Used to indicate whether the bait
type changes during the day for a particular hook.
End Time (24hr): After an alert, the time the magnet is replaced into the MLi-S buoy. This
information is not required if there is no alert (i.e. checking the hook).
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Catch Sheet Definitions and Descriptions
The Catch Sheet is to be filled out every time an animal is hooked and released. It must be
filled out for any animals, including sharks, rays, fish, mammals or reptile species. Note that
a separate sheet needs to be filled out for each animal that is hooked.
If a white shark is hooked, all fields on the data sheet must be filled out. This includes those
fields that are shaded in grey.
Note that the grey fields are only to be filled out for white sharks.
Each of the fields on the Catch Sheet are explained below:

Date: To be recorded in dd/mm/yy format. For example, write 21/02/19, not 02/21/19
Fishing Gear: This is a heading for the 4 fields below.
SMART drumline buoy number: This number will be in the email from Marine Instruments
(IMSP) and the SMS from DPIRD.
Time Hooked: This number will be in the email from Marine Instruments (IMSP) and the
SMS from DPIRD. Write in 24-hour format; i.e. 13:05 and not 1:05.
Time boat arrived: Record the time at which the boat arrives on scene in 24-hour format.
Time secured at boat: Record the time at which the animal is secured alongside the boat.
Typically this time will be shortly after the arrival time but if a hooked shark is too lively to be
secured next to the boat they may be some delay between these two times.
*As soon as the animal is safely secured alongside the boat start recording from the GoPro
camera.
Catch Details/Inspection: This is a heading for the 11 fields below.
Animal Number: This will always be an 8 digit number. The first six numbers are the date
written in YY/mm/dd format. For example for 21/02/19 write 190221. The next two numbers
relate to whether or not the animal is the 1st, 2nd or 3rd to be hooked. So for the first animal
hooked on 21/02/19, the Animal Number is 19022101.
Species Common Name: Use the Common Names listed in the “Field Identification Guide
to Western Australian Shark-Like Rays” to assist you in accurately recording the name for
each species of shark or ray caught. For example, white shark, not white pointer.
Alive or Dead upon first inspection: Upon first inspection of the animal, record whether
or not the animal is alive or dead. Unless stated otherwise below, continue to record the
same measurements from any dead animals before disposing of the animal. Refer to the
main text of the Manual for further instructions.
Hooking location: Record where the hook is in relation to the animal using the following
categories.



C: Hook is in corner of the jaws.
M: Hook is inside the mouth. May be visible or not but can be determined by the
length of trace protruding from the mouth.
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SW: Hook has been swallowed and may be lodged into the gills or stomach. Hook
will likely not be visible, with only a short length of trace protruding from the mouth.
FH: The animal is foul hooked somewhere outside of the mouth or jaws. This
includes, but is not limited to, outside of the gills, pectoral fins, flank etc. Please
record in the comments section.

Sex: Sex is to be recorded only for shark and ray species. Males can be identified by the
presence of two claspers which are located ventrally, between the pelvic fins (refer to
Figure 29). As a male shark grows and becomes sexually mature these claspers grow and
become calcified. However, be aware that the claspers will be small on juvenile sharks and
rays. If there are no claspers present, the shark is female.

Figure 29. Ventral surf ace of a male shark showing claspers and pelvic f ins.

Occasionally, it may not be logistically possible to turn a shark over to determine its sex.
Only in these instanced should the code “U” be used which stands for Undetermined.

Total length: To be measured for all animals in cm. This is the length from the tip of the
snout to the tip of the upper caudal lobe. See Figure 30.
Fork length: To be measured for all sharks. It is the length from the tip of the snout to the
fork in the caudal fin. Refer to Figure 30.
Pre-caudal length: WHITE SHARKS ONLY. It is the length from the tip of the snout to the
upper pre-caudal pit. See Figure 30 below.
Jaw width: WHITE SHARKS ONLY. Using the provided callipers, measure the width of the
jaw at its widest point from corner to corner being very careful to avoid the teeth.
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Figure 30. Diagram of shark f or measuring purposes.

Recapture: Yes or no. Record whether or not there is already a tag in the animal which
indicates whether or not an animal has been caught before.
If yes, there are three most likely sources of recaptures;
1. sharks caught and tagged from this SMART drumline trial. They will have a yellow
“Spaghetti” ID tag and most likely a PSAT and acoustic tags;
2. sharks caught and tagged during DPIRD research work. These sharks will have an
ID “cattle” tag in their dorsal fins, either yellow or pink; or
3. sharks tagged in South Australia or in other states or countries. These sharks may
have an external acoustic tag.
Recapture Number: Accurately record the number written on any of the tags.

The following questions relate to tagging:
Conventional tag: A number will already be written on the data sheet here. The number
written on the form must match the number written on the yellow ID “spaghetti” tag. If for
any reason, the number written on the data sheet is not correct, cross it out and record the
number listed in the tag.
Colour: Write “yellow” here to confirm the colour of the tag or, if it is a different colour,
record it here.
Tagger name: Write down the name of the person who inserts the conventional tag.
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Side of Shark: Record either L for Left or R for Right to indicate the side of the shark the
tag was inserted.
Acoustic tag (check no) ID: WHITE SHARKS ONLY A number will already be written on
the data sheet here. Check that the number is correct. If not, record the correct number.
Tagger name: WHITE SHARKS ONLY Write down the name of the person who inserts the
acoustic tag.
Side of Shark: WHITE SHARKS ONLY Record either L for Left or R for Right to indicate
the side of the shark that the acoustic tag was inserted.
PSAT tag (check no) ID: WHITE SHARKS ONLY It is important to check that the number
on the sheet matches that of the tag. If not, record the correct number.
Serial (check no): WHITE SHARKS ONLY A number will already be written on the data
sheet here. Check that the number is correct. If not, record the correct number.
Tagger name: WHITE SHARKS ONLY Write down the name of the person who inserts the
acoustic tag.
Side of Shark: WHITE SHARKS ONLY Record either L for Left or R for Right to indicate
the side of the shark that the acoustic tag was inserted.
Genetic fin clips: WHITE SHARKS ONLY You will be provided with two pre-labelled vials
filled with RNA. Take a sample from the trailing edge of any fin but NOT the dorsal. One
sample goes in each vial, two in total. Each vial will have been pre-labelled with the
Conventional Tag Number. Check this number is correct and change if necessary.

The following fields relate to photos and video. Refer to section 4.8 for more
information
Photo (5 locations): WHITE SHARKS ONLY. Confirm with a Y that this has been done, or
indicate N for No if it was not possible. Refer to the main text of the manual for a guide to
taking these photos.
Photo (Full body & Head): This is to be taken from all other animals (i.e. not white sharks).
Confirm with a Y that this has been done, or indicate N for No if it was not possible.
Release video: It is important that a short video is taken on a mobile phone for every
released shark. Confirm with a Y for yes that this has been done, or indicate N for no if it
was not possible.
The following questions relate to Relocation and Release
Relocation start time (24hr): Record the time you begin the process of relocating the
shark. Only white sharks (all sizes), tiger sharks (3m or greater TL) or bull sharks (3m or
greater in TL) are to be relocated. If the animal does not meet this criteria, record “NA” in
this box.
Relocation end time (24hr): Record the time you end the process of relocating the shark.
If the animal does not meet this criteria, record “NA” in this box.
Release time (24hr): Record the time that an animal is released.
Latitude: Latitude at which the animal is released. Use decimal degrees.
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Longitude: Longitude at which the animal is released. Use decimal degrees.
Distance offshore (m): Distance from shore that the relocated shark is released. Measure
on plotter.
Water depth (m): The water depth at the release location.
Hook removed: Was the hook removed, Y for yes, or N for no.
If “N” above, was hook or trace cut? Record H for hook cut, T for trace cut or N for
neither were cut.
Release condition (1-5): The condition of the shark at time of its release.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Shark swam away strongly in good health.
Shark swam away slowly, in less than perfect condition.
Shark failed to swim away and sunk, chances of survival appear low.
Shark died.
Shark was euthanised because of its injuries.

Comments on Release: Refer to the main text of the manual for assessing signs of life in
caught sharks. Provide a description of the shark upon release. If the shark was
euthanised, clearly state why this was done. For example, “shark had bite mark on its left
side, large amounts of blood loss, unable to swim”.
Damage to fishing gear? Did the drumline sustain any damage? Y for yes, N for no.
If yes, describe: record specifically what damage occurred.
Other comments: Use this section to note down any additional comments. Anything
unusual about the animal or the process. For example, if the animal has other fishing gear
attached or damage from a boat propeller, record this information.
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APPENDIX E
Detection alert system
VR4G
The VR4G device receives information (date, time and tag number) from an acoustic tag
and provides Department staff, authorities and the public with near ‘real-time’ information
about the presence of tagged sharks. The ocean buoys are six metres in length and
anchored to sea floor via a mooring system. There are presently 30 units in service in WA,
listening 24 hours a day for tagged sharks as part of WA’s shark hazard mitigation strategy.

Figure 31 – A VR4G receiver
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Figure 32 – Graphical illustrat ion of the inf ormation exchange within the SMART
drumline detection and communicat ion system.
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APPENDIX F
Post release reporting structure
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Figure 33 – Graphical illustrat ion of the post release reporting structure.
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APPENDIX G
Euthanasia
If a shark has been assigned a condition that would result in a very low chance of survival
then the shark will be euthanised in accordance with the procedure outlined below and
subject to Contractor training.
This is undertaken by a cervical transection using a sharp instrument inserted caudal to the
skull to sever the spinal cord (neural arch), cervical vertebrae and blood supply (hemal
arch). This procedure will also apply for bycatch species other than sharks that may be
caught on the oversize hooks used on the drumline gear, (i.e. rays, marlin and large
teleosts (fish)).
Note: The one-step cervical transection method of euthanasia is the only approved method
of euthanasia. Death from the procedure described above will be instantaneous.
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APPENDIX H
WhatsApp communication
As identified in section 5, the Contractor is required to communicate many activities via
VMS and also a SMART drumline program WhatsApp group.
The Contractor will have any operational reporting devices added to the WhatsApp group
prior to the operational program. The WhatsApp group will be the means by which all
required nominations (listed in Table 2) and any operational enquires are to be addressed.
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